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WERU Then...

WERU went on the air at 3 p.m. on a cold, wet Sunday, May 1, back in 1988. Volunteers had programs ready to go, community members shared snacks in colorful outfits and even brought a Maypole to the Henhouse parking lot in Blue Hill Falls. There was only one thing missing: a license to broadcast, which had to be physically in the control room studio for the station to legally go on the air. With less than 20 minutes to go, Stephanie Summers, the station’s Washington attorney who had received the physical license from the FCC on Friday afternoon, personally flew to Bangor and came wheeling up in a rented car with the license in hand at 2:40 p.m.

The warmth of the community offset the cool weather as a giant wooden (pretend) switch was thrown in the parking lot by several children (twice!) to signal pressing the real electronic switch in the studio, and WERU filled the airwaves with the unique mix of diverse music and spoken word programs that have been WERU’s hallmark for 25 years.

While Sign On Day began WERU’s broadcast service, it also ended six years of work securing an FCC license, as well as the funds and equipment to get on the air. Though certainty fades as the years go by, Salt Pond Community Broadcasting, which was named after the Salt Pond in Blue Hill Falls, formed, we think, back in 1983. The consensus is that the original idea for the station came from a fellow named Reg Bennett, who is no longer with us. He suggested starting a local Christian music station, one that would bring a positive influence to the local airwaves.

Over time, that idea morphed into creating a station by and for the community, one that would emphasize the positive in community life, and that would provide music and information programs that were otherwise not readily available on the radio airwaves in the local area.

And that is a brief version of how WERU began.

...And Now

25 years later, WERU’s mission remains the same: to be “a voice of many voices” enabling us to share concerns, experiences, music, and lots more with one another over the radio airwaves and now, over the Internet. Technology is changing the way we hear music and access news, but however technology evolves, WERU will keep its volunteer-powered, listener-supported spirit so that we all can contribute to, and listen to, “a voice of many voices” from and for our local “electronic neighborhood.”

For more about WERU and the station’s history and future, please check out the special 25th Anniversary section of the WERU web site at www.weru.org.